having been casually collected during the last few years, I havo been induced to bring them together, owing to my investigations haying, at least for a time, ceased. Imperfect as they are, perhaps, they may induce others to record their experienco upon tho various subjects referred to.
In investigating the question of tho general effects of a fishdiet upon tho population of a district, it is necessary to tako into consideration the condition of the people generally, or very erroneous conclusions might bo arrived at. Thus, during the last Burmese war, the native army suffered severely from scabies and low forms of skin diseases, due, it was commonly asserted, to Nga pee is of two kinds, nga pee goung, or " nga pec whole,'' and nga pee toung, or "nga pee pounded." The mode of preparing the former is after having removed the head, the fish, if large, is split in two ; it is then cleaned and dried in the sun for a few hours, salt is then rubbed into it, and the fish, along with others, is packed in a jar. The next day the process is repeated. In some fisheries, where largo quantities of fish have to be thus preserved, they arc laid in long bamboo-baskets, in alternate layers of fish and salt, and the whole buried for some time under ground. They choose the siluroid fishes in preference to others, probably because no scales would be in the preparation, which, when swallowed, might occasion intestinal irritation. The smell of nga pee, as eaten by the middle and lower classes, is that of a semi-putrid animal substance; in fact in a sanitary point of view it may be looked upon as in that condition. During Lent, persons, who change meat for fish, are asserted to complain of debility, but that is probably due to a sudden alteration in their diet. Jockeys at Newmarket, however, when "wasting" themselves, are said to take fish instead of meat.
Anyhow, fish-eating people in many parts of the world are models of strength, and a fish-diet can hardly be asserted as conducing to the deterioration of the physique of races. However, opinions appear divided as to the nutritious qualities of fish. Leenwenhoek (Select "Works, i, p. 154) observes : "At a town in my neighbourhood, where the people get their living hy fishing, and feed principally on fish, especially when they are on the sea, the men are very robust and healthy even to a great age, * * * it is also my opinion that a fish-diet is more wholesome than flesh, particularly to those persons who do not use much exercise, because fish is more easily comminuted and digested in the stomach and bowels than flesh.
Fish, as food, may be employed in many ways, which it is needless to specify in detail. 
